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Classroom instruction, on its own, does not provide
students with holistic international knowledge, cultural
awareness and the soft skills that are critical to
navigate a globalised world. 

Globe From Home has introduced the first world-travel
based pedagogy using live-streamed, interactive,
virtual, sessions from around the planet.

Students will be able to explore the world and become
aware of other countries and cultures, cement the
understanding of topics being taught in class, develop
awareness of significant global issues- all from the
comforts of their homes/ classrooms.

Each of our sessions are live and interactive and
presented in real time from destinations around the
world, making students active learners rather than
passive consumers of pre-recorded information.

Modern Languages 

WHAT WE OFFER

Students will be able to
virtually travel to the country
of origin of a language,
explore the destination, and
converse with natives in real-
life scenarios, cementing
grammar learning in class
and  becoming confident
intercultural speakers.

WHY GLOBE FROM HOME

International & Cultural
awareness

Live, interactive, virtual
sessions that enable students
to visit other countries and
learn about the daily life and
local culture. We are
democratising world travel for
every leaner helping them
become internationally aware
and interculturally competent.

Live, virtual, sessions from
around the world that
complement the teaching of
subjects like Geography,
History, Citizenship, R.E. and
others, helping cement the
knowledge students gain in
the classroom.

Curriculum-based sessions
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World Heritage Site Visits and School Trips
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International Student Exchange

World events and awareness days

Global issues



P H O T O G R A P H Y  S T U D I O

VISIT BUENOS AIRES AND DISCOVER ARGENTINIAN CULTURE

LEARN ABOUT THE CULTURE OF THE MAASAI IN KENYA

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

Students will travel to Kenya to meet the incredible Maasai tribe

whose ancestral territory stretches across Kenya and Tanzania.

On this awe inspiring session learners will witness the rich culture

and customs of the tribe. Students will learn about how the

Maasai co-exist with nature and keep cultural traditions alive.

On this session, students will experience the local culture in Buenos

Aires, which is very unique, different from the rest of the world. The

culture of Argentina is strongly influenced by Europe, as seen in

their use of Spanish and cuisine. Students will become with the

cultural drink 'yerba mate' and how its an intrinsic part of

Argentinian's daily lives.

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

EXAMPLES OF  INTERNATIONAL & CULTURAL AWARENESS SESSIONS

VISIT LONDON AND LEARN ABOUT DAILY LIFE IN THE U.K.
DURATION : 60 MINUTES

On this live-streamed, interactive session, students will explore

London with our local presenter. Attendees will visit some of the

most iconic highlights in the city including the Big Ben, Houses of

Parliament and Trafalgar Square,  while also gaining knowledge

about daily life in the United Kingdom.

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

VISIT KYOTO AND LEARN ABOUT JAPANESE CULTURE

Students will travel to the charming traditional city of Kyoto in

Japan on this live, interactive virtual tour where they will learn

about the local culture and daily life. Learners will discover the

traditional part of Japan which is in stark contrast to modern Tokyo

as they visit shrines and discover local customs.
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GEOGRAPHY: Take students on live virtual field trips to

countries that relate to the topic being taught in class. For

example, students learning about volcanoes can visit Costa

Rica to see a real volcano or those learning about caves

can travel to Australia to see these features in real-time.

HISTORY: Make history lessons impactful by transporting

students to destinations where the events occurred. For

e.g., the teaching of WW2 can be complemented by trips

around Europe. Ancient Egypt can be complemented with

a trip to see the Pyramids in Cairo.

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES: Complement the

learning of grammar and syntax in the classroom with live

sessions where students can explore the host country, and

practise language in real life scenarios with natives making

them confident intercultural speakers. 

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP: Give students a true understanding

of global cultures, norms and traditions. Examples include

profound sessions like 'Meet a refugee from Sudan' or

'learn about traditional attire in Oman' and others.

BUSINESS STUDIES: Take students on virtual business trips

to other countries where they will engage with local

businesses and participate in real-life assignments. Also

includes impactful sessions like a visit to Silicon Valley.

Complement the teaching of subjects like Geography, History, PHSE/ Citizenship,

Business studies and Modern Foreign Languages by taking students on live, virtual,

field trips to countries related to the topics being taught.

Click to see example

See example
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EXAMPLES OF CURRICULUM - BASED SESSIONS

https://youtu.be/l1Cclh_PXCM
https://watch.wave.video/82a8ab61de5b7a82fb81eb41
https://watch.wave.video/61abb44546e0fb0001e1083a
https://watch.wave.video/a5b1ab6153ecdcc4d5fd9c3b


HOW WE MAKE STUDENTS FALL IN LOVE WITH WORLD TRAVEL BASED LEARNING

WORLD TRAVEL DASHBOARD FOR SCHOOLS

DIGITAL PASSPORT FOR STUDENTS

GAMIFIED SOFT SKILLS LEARNING

Schools can monitor progress of their world travel based learning, including the virtual air miles they
travel, the number of new cultures they meet and the CO2 they save.  

Students receive digital "passports " with stamps being added as they visit destinations.

Special gamified sessions on soft skills where
students will undertake tasks and quests 
 around exciting destinations around the world.
(For example, a quest around the Pyramids of
Egypt or on the trail of the Incas in Peru, where
winners also receive a memento from the
respective country.
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Our annual 'World School' packages gives schools access to a choice

of number of world travel sessions through the year, along with

unique benefits .(Please refer to Price guide page for details). 

Schools can also book separate sessions independently on a 'pay-as-

you-book' basis. 

After you have chosen a session, you can reach out to Globe From

Home to schedule a date and time for your students to participate.

Please note that all our sessions are delivered live and therefore time

zone considerations have to be taken into account depending on

where your school is located in the world.

Sessions are conducted using video conferencing tools like Zoom and

can be accessed by the whole class collectively on a projector, or

independently on laptops/ desktops/ mobile devices from home.

You will need a stable internet connection and a mobile device

(ideally a desktop or laptop) to stream sessions. Students can access

the sessions from a classroom or log in from their homes.

HOW SCHOOLS CAN USE GLOBE FROM HOME

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
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SAFEGUARDING:

At Globe From Home we take data protection and safeguarding very

seriously. Please refer to our data protection regulations for details.

All sessions involve a 'pre-departure' meeting and require a member

of the school staff to be a co-host. Each session is manned and

monitored by Globe From Home staff members.



AD HOC SESSIONS:         £250.00 per session (Max 100 students in a session)

(Schools can book any of the one-hour sessions we offer on a pay-as-you-go basis.)

Choice of 5 one-hour sessions to any of the countries we

offer.

Personalised dashboard showing school's world travel

and learning.

Participation in group webinars by International experts.

Up to 500 students in each session.

BLUE

GOLD

£ 1,500.00

Choice of 8 one-hour sessions to any of the countries 

2 International School Exchange sessions.

Personalised dashboard.

Private webinars by International experts.

Digital passports and travel stamps for students.

Up to 500 students in each session.

       we offer.

£ 2,700.00

WORLD

Choice of 15 one-hour sessions to any of the countries we

offer.

5 International School Exchange sessions 

Customised live, virtual, world-travel based sessions.

Private dashboard 

Digital passports and travel stamps for students.

Up to 500 students in each session.

£ 4,500.00

ANNUAL PACKAGES

Prices includes taxes. Packages have validity for 1 year.  

PRICE GUIDE
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GLOBE FROM HOME. INTERNATIONAL HOUSE, LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM www.globefromhome.com
 

Globe From Home Ltd. International House, Holborn, London. EC1A 2BN. United Kingdom

( +44 )  020  3538  7448

INFO@GLOBEFROMHOME .COM

B E  A  F U T U R E  S C H O O L .  

' W O R L D - S C H O O L '  Y O U R  S T U D E N T S .

www.globefromhome.com

http://school.globefromhome.com/

